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This paper builds on results based on D. R. Fulkerson’s antiblocking polyhedra 
approach to perfect graphs to obtain information about critical perfect graphs 
and related clique-generated graphs. Then we prove that Rerge’s Strong Perfect 
Graph Conjecture is valid for 3-chromatic graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs G = (V, A) discussed in this paper will consist of a finite 
vertex set V and a symmetric irreflexive adjacency relation A. The complement 
G = (V, A) of a graph G = (V, A) has the same vertex set and for distinct 
X, y E I’, xAi, o -xAy. Let a(G) denote the maxima1 cardinality of a stable 
(independent) set of G and w(G) denote the maximal cardinality of a clique 
of G. Let B(G) denote the minimal number of cliques which cover G and y(G) 
denote the minimal number of stable sets which cover G (y(G) is the chromatic 
number of G). A graph is called perfect if y(G’) = w(G’), for every induced 
subgraph G’ of G. Since a(G) = w(G) and B(G) = y(G), then if G is perfect 
we have that or(G’) = e(G’); for every induced subgraph G’ of G. Lovasz [8] 
proved the Perfect Graph Theorem, that G is perfect if and only if G is 
perfect. Berge [I, 21 has conjectured that a graph G is perfect if and only 
if G contains no hole or antihole, where a hole is a chordless odd circuit 
C,,,., , k > 2, and an antihole C,,,, is the complement of a hole. Berge’s 
conjecture has been confirmed for several classes of graphs, in particular, 
planar graphs [12] and K,,,-free graphs [l I]. 
Fulkerson felt that a proof of the Perfect Graph Theorem would involve 
exactly the kind of duality that existed in his theory of blocking and anti- 
blocking polyhedra [5, 61. He proved what he called the Pluperfect Graph 
Theorem [7]. Lovasz [8] independently developed some of the antiblocking 
theory, stated in hypergraph terms, and showed that with a fairly simple 
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lemma, the Pluperfect Graph Theorem implied the Perfect Graph Theorem. 
Lovasz [9] obtained a related result (Theorem 1 below) with a valuable 
implication about critical perfect graphs. A critical perfect graph, p-critical 
for short, is an imperfect graph all of whose proper induced subgraphs are 
perfect. The major results about p-critical graphs, especially those of Padberg 
[lo], are based on an antiblocking polyhedra approach (also see [3]). 
THEOREM 1 [9]. A graph G M’ith n vertices is perfect if and only if 
al(G) w(G) < n, for all induced subgraphs G’ of G. Thus a p-critical graph G 
has n = a(G) w(G) + 1 vertices. 
THEOREM 2 [lo]. A p-criticaf graph with n vertices has exactly n cliques 
of size w(G) with each vertex in w(G) maximal cliques and has exactly n stable 
sets of size CL(G) with each vertex in CL(G) maximal stable sets. Each maximal 
clique intersects all but one maximal stable sets and vice versa. 
We define a graph G to be pseudo p-critical if: 
(a) G has n = cu(G) w(G) + 1 vertices; 
(b) for all x in G, IY(G ~ x) = B(G - x) and w(G - x) = Y(G - x); 
and 
(c) G has the properties listed in Theorem 2. 
Clearly a p-critical graph is pseudo p-critical. 
2. UNIQUE COVERS AND CONNECTIVITY IN G-x 
Throughout this section, we assume that G = (V, A) is a pseudo p-critical 
graph with 01 = E(G), w = w(G), and n = 1 V.1 = OIW + 1. Then for any 
x E V, G - x is covered by 01 cliques of size o and also by w stable sets of size 
N (by property (b)). If C is one of the 01 cliques in the cover of G - x, then 
cl(G - x - C) = a: - 1 and so if Z is the maximal stable set such that 
Z n C = E, then x E I. On the other hand, for each x E Z, one clique of the cy. 
clique cover of G - x will not intersect I; so C must be in all those clique 
covers. Further, C cannot be in any other clique cover of G - y for y $ I, 
or else C would have to intersect Z just as it intersects all maximal independent 
sets in G - y. A similar argument applies to Z’s appearances in stable set 
covers of G - x. So we have proved: 
THEOREM 3. Zf G is pseudo p-critical and Z and C are an a-stable set and 
an w-clique, respectively, of G with Z n C = a, then C is in an 01 clique cover 
of G - x if and only if x E I, and I is in an w stable set cover of G - x if 
and only if x E C. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let G be pseudo p-critical and x be any vertex in G. 
Then the w stable set cover (w-coloring) and the ~1: clique cover of G - x are 
unique. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be pseudo p-critical, x be any vertex in G, and 
I, , I, be two color classes in a w coloring of G - x. Then the subgraph induced 
by I1 n I, is connected. 
Proof. If not connected, the color classes could be interchanged in one 
component to get a different coloring, violating Corollary 3. I. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be pseudo p-critical and C be a maximal clique 
of G, then as y  ranges over the w dtflerent vertices in C, the clique covers of the 
G - y  contain all the other n ~ 1 (=wJ) maximal cliques. 
Proof If the same clique was in covers for different Ia’s, then by Theorem 3 
the y’s must be in a (maximal) stable set. 
Let N(x) denote the set of x and the vertices adjacent to X. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be pseudo p-critical and x be any vertex in G. Then 
G - N(s) is connected. 
Proof. Suppose G - N(x) is not connected. Let Gr be one component 
of G - N(x) and let Gz be the rest of G - N(x). Let C, be a clique of the IY 
clique cover of G - x and which is contained in G, u N(s). Let CZ be 
defined similarly for Gz u N(x). Let 01~ = n(Gi), for i = 1, 2. Clearly, 
n! = (G - N(x)) + 1 = LYE f 01~ -+ 1, and CY(G - C,) = 01, for i = I, 2. 
This implies a(Gi - C,) = 01~) for i = I, 2. But then in - I= oc(G - Cr - C,) = 
a((G - N(x)) - Cl - C,) + 1 = a(G1 - Cl) + a(G, - C,) -+ 1 =7 
Ul + 012 + 1 = a, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3. MAXIMAL CLIQUE GRAPHS 
Let us define M(G), the maximal clique graph of the graph G, to have one 
vertex for each maximal clique of G (of size w(G)) and an edge between 
vertices which correspond to intersecting cliques. First we prove a maximal 
clique duality for pseudo p-critical graphs. Then we prove that M(G) is 
pseudo p-critical if G is pseudo p-critical. 
THEOREM 5. If  G is a pseudo p-critical graph, each maximal clique in 
M(G) corresponds to a vertex of G. 
Proof. Since by Theorem 2, each vertex x of G is in w maximal cliques, 
then the corresponding w vertices in M(G) form a clique of size w. Now 
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suppose that there exists a set of m, m 3 w, pairwise intersecting maximal 
cliques in G with no common vertex. Let C, , C, ,..., C, be this set of cliques 
and I, , Z, ,..., 1,,1 be the associated maximal stable sets with Ci n Ii = s . 
For any two C, , Cj, there is a vertex y E Ck n Cj and then by Theorem 3 
the associated I,, Ii are both in the stable set cover of G - y and so 
I, n Ii = o . Since this is true for any two of the Z’s, the m I’s are mutually 
disjoint. Since m 2 w, then it must be that m = W. Further these Z’s must 
contain all but one vertex of G, call it z, and so form a stable set cover of 
G - z. Then by Theorem 3, each C, contains z. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. If G is a pseudo p-critical graph with n = OIW + I vertices, 
then M(G) is also pseudo p-critical with n vertices and w(M(G)) = w and 
a(M(G)) = a. 
Proof. By Theorems 2 and 5, we know that M(G) has n vertices, that 
w(M(G)) = w, and that M(G) has exactly n cliques of size W. Since for 
any x, G - x has a cover of a (disjoint) maximal cliques, it follows that 
a(M(G)) = cy. Conversely, any stable set of iy disjoint maximal cliques is a 
cover of G - z, for some z, and so by Corollary 3.1 M(G) has exactly n 
maximal stable sets. Clearly each maximal clique contains w vertices and, 
by Theorem 3, is in iy clique covers and so each vertex of M(G) is in u 
maximal cliques and 01 maximal stable sets. Also the maximal clique of 
M(G) corresponding to the set of maximal cliques of G containing the vertex x 
is uniquely disjoint from the maximal stable set of M(G) corresponding to 
the 01 cliques covering G - x. Thus M(G) satisfies the properties of Theorem 2. 
If C is any maximal clique of G and I is the associated disjoint maximal 
stable set, then every other maximal clique of G contains one of the vertices 
in fand so the a: cliques in M(G) corresponding to the vertices in I constitute 
a clique cover of M(G) - C of size R. Thus &M(G) - C) = a. On the 
other hand, by Corollary 3.3, the w stable sets of M(G), corresponding to 
the clique covers of G - x for the w different x’s in the maximal clique C, 
cover M(G) - C. So y(M(G)) - C) = w. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.1. If M(G) is the maximal clique graph of a pseudo p- 
critical graph G, then for a vertex C in M(G), M(G) - N(C) is connected. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Theorems 4 and 6. 
For a given graph G, define the skeleton S(G) to be the subgraph of G 
with the same vertex set as G and only those edges of G that are part of a 
maximal clique of G. By Theorems 5 and 6, it follows that: 
THEOREM 7. If  G is pseudo p-critical, then M(M(G)) = S(G) and so S(G) 
is also pseudo p-critical. 
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4. PERFECT 3-CHt7o~Arrc GRAPHS 
In this section, we prove that Berge’s Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is 
true for 3-chromatic graphs. First we prove a lemma that is of some interest 
in its own right. 
LEMMA 8. Let G be pseudo p-critical and x be a vertex of G. In an w- 
coloring of G - x, each i - j edge is on an i - j path between two r%ertices 
(of colors i or,j) in N(x). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, in an w coloring of any G - x, the i -j sub- 
graph G$‘, generated by color classes i and j, is connected. If the lemma is 
false, there must exist a vertex s (assume it is an i-vertex) such that G:y’ - s 
is disconnected and has a component H disjoint from N(x). Now observe 
that in the 01 clique cover of G - s, each clique contains a j-vertex and an 
i-vertex, except in one case x replaces the i-vertex s. These cliques then pair 
off i- and ,j-vertices within H. Conversely, it follows that an 01 clique cover 
of G - z can put an j-vertex of H in a clique C with the i-vertex s if and only 
if one of the i-vertices of H is z. But the (maximal) clique C must, by Theorem 
3, appear in the clique covers of G - z for a maximal stable set of z’s. 
Q.E.D. 
Let C(n, k) denote the graph with vertices indexed x1, x2 ,..., x, such 
that XiAxj 0 ) i - .j 1 < k (where the difference is mod n). Chvatal [4] calls 
such a graph C,‘“‘. 
THEOREM 9. If G has no holes or antiholes and w(G) = 3, then G is 
perfect. 
Proof. Assume false and let G be a p-critical graph with no holes or 
antiholes and w = 3. We can assume all edges of G are part of triangles 
(3-cliques) since the deletion of any nontriangular edge cannot create a hole 
or antihole and does not alter the p-criticality of G. (Thus we are assuming 
that G = S(G).) 
FIGURE 1 
By Theorem 2, for all x in G, N(X) consists of 3 triangles. If all N(x)‘s 
consist of triangles with at least one common side as shown in Fig. 1, then 
the N(x)% must fit together, as indicated in Fig. 1, to form a C(n, 3) graph. 
However, Tucker [13] and Chvatal [4] have shown that when n = o(w + 1, 
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C(n, w) contains a hole or antihole. Thus we can assume that there exists a 
vertex x such that N(x) has the structure shown in Fig. 2, where possibly 
r = r’. Let G - x be 3-colored. If one of the colors, say 1, appears in only 
one triangle with x and say 2 is the other color on the triangle, then inter- 
changing 1 and 3 along all l-3 paths from that l-vertex in N(x) turns the 
l-vertex to a 3-vertex without affecting the other 3-vertices in N(X) (or 
there would be an odd hole); then x can be given color 1 and G is 3-colored. 
This contradiction implies that each color appears on two triangles in N(x). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that we have the coloring shown 




To avoid holes, there is no l-2 path from d directly to b or c (not con- 
taining a) nor from c directly to a (not containing b). But by Corollary 3.2, 
the l-2 subgraph GE’ of G - x is connected. Then there must be a l-2 path 
from d to a and from c to b. The only other possible l-2 path between I- or 
2-vertices in N(x) is from a to b. So by Lemma 8, the edges in GE’ partition 
into three parts: S, , l-2 paths in G - x between a and d; S, , l-2 paths 
in G - x between b and c; and S3, l-2 paths in G - x between a and 6. 
Let A be the 3-clique (triangle) a, b, x. Now by Corollary 6.1, M(G) - N(A), 
which consists of cliques (vertices in M(G)) not incident to a, b, or x, is 
connected. This implies that some clique with an edge in S1 intersects (has 
a vertex in common with) a clique with an edge in & or S, and that these 
two cliques do not contain ~2, b, or x. Call the two cliques C, and Cz and the 
common vertex z. Assume the third clique of z has its 1-2 edge in a different 
Si from C, (if z = r or r’, the third clique is considered to be in S1 or S, , 
respectively). Clearly z is a 3-vertex. Further if r = r’, then z f r since two 
of r’s cliques would then contain x. 
Suppose first that C:s 1-2 edge, call it e, is in S, . Let P be the even length 
circuit formed by x and the l-2 path in S, from a to d through e. Now if z 
has a clique (or cliques) with an edge in S, , let Q be the shortest path from z 
through S, to a avoiding b (or if z’s third clique contains a, Q = (z, a)). 
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Then Q followed by P in one or the other direction to e and then to 2 forms 
a hole (one direction on P leads to an even circuit, the other direction an 
odd circuit). If z has its other cliques with edges in S, , let Q be a shortest path 
from z through S, to x avoiding b (again possibly Q = (7, x)), and as before 
a hole is obtained with Q and P. By symmetry, a similar argument applies 
if C,‘s l-2 edge is in S, . If C,‘s l-2 edge is in S3, then P is the 1-2 circuit 
through e and a and b, and Q is a shortest path from z through S, to a or 
through S, to b; again we obtain a hole. Q.E.D. 
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